Testimonials :
1. Teachers from schools.
a. Mr. Shedge, M.Sc., M.Ed.
b. Smt. Pagdhare B. A., B.Ed.
c. Smt. Rachana Shastri B. Sc., M. Ed.

The above comments says :
The program made by your company to understand the basic concept
of mathematics is very unique and useful.
The 13 lessons made here are very easy to understand. With these
lessons they can start solving examples of their own. No doubt they
can use it for a number of time if they made mistakes. It will definitely
increase the interest about mathematics and self confidence. It’s a
very good program through computers.
We wish them good success!

2. A doctor!
Dr. Rajendra Barve, M.D. A consulting senior doctor.

The doctor’s comments says,
Seen your CDs and very much impressed. In this 21st century with
computer, no one can survive. No doubt this program is useful to all
the students.
As there are various signs, instruments are made available with that
students can solve various example and can make a good practice of
math. Furthermore, students will have an interest to solve problems
and do homework.
I will definitely recommend the use of this program for Marathi,
English, Hindi, and Gujarathi students.
I wish good success for your program.

3. An IT professional:
Mr. Arivind Joshi B. E. ( Mechanical )
Reliance Infocom.

4.
An Honorable Speaker of Losabha, Govt of India.

The Hon. speaker says that it is a very useful program for students as
well as professionals. It is a computer program worth keeping with
every one.
Mr. Suresh Prabhu, A Member of Parliament, Govt of India.
Seen your set of math CDs.
Students can type it in various languages without any extra cost of
special software. It’s a good advantage.
The program contains math tools signs and symbols no doubt with
them students can make good practice regularly.
I am positive if students make use of it definitely there will be
improvement in math. I wish you good success to this program.

